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Network development has brought us a wealth of visual information. We can 
get thousands of landmark images, through the network image search engines. These 
images embody the beauty of tourist attractions by different perspectives, different 
seasons, different weather, and different times. How to structure and organize these 
images is a hot issue in network vision research. In this paper, we study the 
representation of landmark images, cluster them according to visual consistency, 
summary an iconic image for each clustered set, and finally label the landmark 
positions. The study plays an important role in three-dimensional reconstruction, 
landmark images browsing, and so on. The work and contribution of this paper are 
as follows: 
1. Propose a method for landmark images organization and filtering, which is 
based on spatial distribution and semantics. We use GIST descriptor to describe the 
panorama layout feature of each image collected by photo collection engine, and 
design a hierarchical clustering method to cluster them. For each set of cluster result, 
we filter the noises by geometric consistency information, using SIFT descriptor 
combined with RANSAC algorithm and bag-of-word model. And also, we pick out 
an iconic image for each reservation set. 
2. Propose a method for landmark annotation, which is based on the frequency 
of visual words. We firstly find out all the interest points that are both consistent in 
visual and spatial, and then design an approach to choose all the key points that 
contain the most important information in the sets, and finally label landmarks by 
GrabCut algorithm with the help of the key points. 
3. Propose two supervision methods for landmark labeling, on the assumption 
of each set containing landmarks. In the first method, the labeling issue is 















firstly segment images by two-template using GrabCut, and then classify the 
segmentation results by MIL semi-supervised, and finally select the best results. In 
the second method, the labeling issue is transformed into neighborhood matching 
problem binding the aspect ratio of targets; we firstly generally mark the targets 
using points-matching technology, and then optimize the results by GrabCut, and 
finally achieve the best marks with the help of aspect ratio. 
We test our algorithm on four categories landmark images retrieved from 
network. In the respect of images organization and filtering, it achieves good 
effectiveness on subjective visual, which can cluster the landmark images having 
similar space and semantic features together. In the respect of image filtering, the 
average precision rate of our algorithm is 89.52%, while the precision rate of 
retrieval is 27.97%. In the respect of landmark labeling, the way based on frequency 
of visual word up to 95.35% accuracy, the way based on MIL up to 90.91% accuracy, 
and the way based on neighbor matching up to 95.74% accuracy. Experimental 
results show the effectiveness of our algorithm. 
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1.1  研究背景及课题难点 
随着网络的发展以及摄像设备的普及，越来越多人开始习惯以照相机记录
自己的生活，同时通过网络与全世界的人们分享自己的乐趣。据不完全统计，
Flickr 网站（全球著名的网络相册网站）管理着大约 4 亿张照片，Facebook 网
站（开启“个人网页”的先师）拥有 15 亿张以上的照片资源，要是再算上 YouTube
这一类的在线视频网站，我们可以从网络上直接获取的图像资源就超过了 675
亿张！而且随着时间的推移，这个数字还将继续增大。——这意味着：如果我
们将 Flickr 网站上的图像全都打印出来，叠放到一起，就可以达到 410 英里的
高度，几乎是人造地球卫星绕地飞行高度（220 英里）的 2 倍；如果将 Facebook
网站上的图像全部打印出来，可以达到 1539 英里；如果将 YouTube 网站中的
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